REVOLUTION

For the rebellious spirit in all of us!
Many of the high-tech “bells and whistles” that Revolution has become known for are now standard, including a DSS Trackvision that automatically locks in strong satellite signals, keyless entry, new adjustable foot pedals, and a telescoping steering wheel and gauge panel with fingertip controls. New options include In Motion DSS and GPS.

Visitors will be impressed by a newly designed entrance, featuring an Atwood entry door and screen door. Passengers will appreciate a new power step cover and optional electric foot rest that adjusts for maximum comfort. Meanwhile, you and that special someone will enjoy dining even more with a now standard Home Theatre System.
Bedroom storage space is the new order for the day thanks to a full wardrobe and optional base cabinet and overhead storage compartments. A large 20” TV swivels out and conveniently stows away when not in use.

The Revolution bath has been elegantly redecorated with new chrome faucets, handles, towel holders and light fixtures. Standard this year are an obscure glass shower door and shower seat. Rear ventilation is provided by an electrically-powered ceiling vent with rain sensor technology.
Revolution once again leads the way with striking interior changes. Choose from nine wood and fabric combinations and ultra leather furniture with color coordinated inserts. In the galley area you’ll discover newly designed cabinet hardware, solid surface backsplash and sealed oven burners.

From aft to bow, stem to stern and wall to wall, Revolution now comes with quality Fabrica carpeting, diagonally tiled floors in the galley and entryway, as well as padded vinyl ceilings. A new optional central vacuum system is now available to keep your cabin shipshape.
With Revolution, you have choices!
Pick your exterior, then your interior.

**WOOD CHOICES**

- **ONYX**
  - Living Room Feature
  - Bedroom Feature
  - Drapery

- **PEARL**
  - Living Room Feature
  - Bedroom Feature
  - Drapery

- **TOPAZ**
  - Living Room Feature
  - Bedroom Feature
  - Drapery

- **DESERT SAND**

**NEW Graphic**

**EDGE Graphic (Now with full paint)**
REVOLUTIONARY CONVENIENCE & ACCESSIBILITY

Choose from eight eye-catching exterior graphic designs. You'll also be interested to know that Revolution is now available with full body paint. Patio, entry and window awning packages and aluminum wheels come standard. Revolution is powered by a 350 Hp engine and holds 150 gallons of fuel. A new side radiator allows for clean rear graphics and tail light design.

There's ample room down below to access your gear thanks to large optional slide-out storage trays. Equally accessible is the exterior utility compartment featuring a paper towel holder, soap dispenser and separate water and sewer access.

Add a breath of fresh air to your day-time and evening get-togethers with an optional outdoor entertainment center complete with TV and stereo.

SSQV
Size, Service, Quality and Value. Together they equate to the very best RV you can buy.

Revolution

Your Local Fleetwood RV Dealer Is

RV Ownercare— a one-year/three-year warranty with coverage from a company that will be around in the future to service your needs. Ownercare is one of the RV industry's most comprehensive programs and includes systems and applications, construction, no deductible and no service charge. And it is fully transferable for the first 12 months. See your nearest Fleetwood dealer for a full explanation of benefits and restrictions.

www.fleetwoodrv.com
Visit our website to find a dealer near you or learn more about other Fleetwood products. Or call 1-800-444-4905.

IMPORTANT—PLEASE READ: Product information, photography and illustrations included in this publication were as accurate as possible at the time of printing. For further product information and changes, please visit our website at www.fleetwoodrv.com or contact your local Fleetwood dealer. Prices, materials, design and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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